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She  

—from unknown 
to loan  
to home 
to bones— 

responds – “I’m the same as you”  
  ringing concrete, well positioned couch, quivering curtain 

 removing the contents for the sake of real 
estate – you, too can imagine your life here 
someday you might cohabitate with your dream 
and I will help you 
  | 
a preparation of history 

a well  
composed and compassionate, 

   the sedan gliding on gravel to a well-worn site 
in a place without ownership and abandoned  

she excavates a dilapidated attraction – an acknowledged tourist trap 
Verified Contents  

      cluttered with: 
         plastic boys 

that pee wind-ups 
      phrase magnets 
costumes  license 
  plates  
settled  dust    and   cob      

bled webs 
sand pouring  
through the windows 

an eyesore emporium of the unnecessary and cheaply produced 
  it will all be transported to black bins 
 a clearing 

the place will be flipped 
  export ownership to bodies with no stake 

   | 
—life led – experience tread 

dread of your taste in objects in space 
making your decisions— 
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an eventual state – the sphere of influence influx 
  uncontained multiple vantage vision 
   mound shape – embalmed by the miniatures 
    tasting rotting plastic in mauve sightlines 
      the eyes of the objects unaffected by their deterioration, except for  

a person 
she uncertain  

how long had she been viewing 
     all of the pieces confusing 
where is someone to show me around here – where is the owner  
  the conditioned connection w a n i n g 

—a gentle cold hand of benefits— 
  she turns to the archway and it is inside and turning 
  she is outside and turning she is  

—interior. day  
 the image of the body concocted 

on set— 
  a drip of the ceiling – the liquid image  
   of the scaffolding, black crevices, steel and brick 
a sinking  
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unhurried as it stretches towards her, then 

divots, coursing through the aisles and dust 
  smudging as it filters Context into rivers of 
 running matter and particle 
unsettle the field of vision 

    a small incision on the roving moaning bulb 
     a cellophane of reflective surface  

and the spatial noose fits itself around a human head – 
    “We’re on the same side” 

residents roam the halls 
a family hanging 

onto her every word and perspective as they relocate to the end 
her temples shake out no escape 

rows of homes flatly positioned on flatlands—a crack in her demeanor 



—gravel roads to a plain migraine— 
a grid out of place, or out of pace    hand shakes 
of understood realty, and soon     
it would be impossible to     eye contact 
seam its fugue figure in the 
eyes of the beholder unleashing     posing  

| 
she misspoke fully 

understood, lives hear 
the echoes, and in the pile she speaks, 

 “Oh, I’m in here” 
but made clearly known with the space around her neck  

from a face and place she could not name, this  
was not the case, to the room breathing heavily, bewildered 

—who  
lives here? —.   . . 

 
	


